
Survival and disasters  

for parents 

Week 1 – 20/04/2020 

Maths 

 

 

Fractions  

Learning simple fractions first (what is a half, third and 

a quarter) 

- Learning through using bricks, pens, Lego etc.  

Using worksheet – Read and colour the fraction  

Read-and-Colour-a

-Fraction.pdf
 

Fraction activities could also be done by cutting up 

fruit, vegetables or cakes in the home. (e.g. cutting 

up a banana equally between 4 people to show ¼ 

each)  

 

Activities also on Active Learn and Purple Mash. 

English 

 

 

Writing a letter 

Understand the difference between formal and 

informal writing. – If you are writing to a friend, is it 

formal or informal? 

 

Go through PowerPoint and complete formal or 

informal quiz, then use letter attached below to 

make a formal or informal letter. 

Formal-or-Informal-

ppt.pptx
 

Task: 

Write a letter to a friend or family member. Decide 

who you are going to write a letter to and what you 

are going to write about.  

 

Additional task: Write a formal email to your teacher, 

telling them what you have been doing at home. 

 

Spelling 

List of spelling for this week is below and spelling test 

is on Purple Mash. 

Science Water cycle  

Recap states of matter (solid, liquid and gas)  

Watch the water cycle video - 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s0bS-SBAgJI 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s0bS-SBAgJI


 

 

Complete the water cycle worksheet - 

the-water-cycle.pdf
 

Experiment: 
water-cycle-in-the-bag.pdf

 

Humanities 

 

 

How different countries prepare for disasters. 

Looking at Japan, Indonesia and China, research 

what they do and how they prepare for a disaster. A 

disaster could be:  

- Earthquake 

- Tsunami 

- Volcanic eruption 

Make a poster/leaflet or PowerPoint presentation on 

each country, giving ways they prepare for the 

disaster. 

Food technology Cooking apple crumble.  

Recipe below  

 

 

Letter 

Dear/Hello Sir or Madam, 

I am writing to let you know/inform you that a pizza I was 

unlucky enough/had the misfortune to order at your 

restaurant was despicable/rubbish. 

The cheese was flavourless/gross, the tomatoes gone 

off/rotten, and the base chewy as rubber/impossibly tough. 

Never will I eat at your establishment/joint again. Not only 

was the food pants/terrible, but the waiting staff were 

snooty/aloof, and I had to wait two hours for my 

grub/dinner! 



I demand/want a refund, to be paid now/immediately. 

Yours faithfully/Cheers, 

Name:_______________________ 

 

Spelling 

  Spelling - 

Week 1 

each 

book 

litter 

green 

different 

soil 

coin 

join 

boil 

oil 



Food Technology recipe 


